Though epidemiology dates back to the 1700s, most mathematical representations of epidemics 2 still use transmission rates averaged at the population scale, especially for wildlife diseases. In 3 simplifying the contact process, we ignore the heterogeneities in host movements that complicate 4 the real world, and overlook their impact on spatiotemporal patterns of disease burden. Move-5 ment ecology offers a set of tools that help unpack the transmission process, letting researchers 6 more accurately model how animals within a population interact and spread pathogens. Ana-7 lytical techniques from this growing field can also help expose the reverse process: how infection 8 impacts movement behaviors, and therefore other ecological processes like feeding, reproduction, 9 and dispersal. Here, we synthesize the contributions of movement ecology in disease research, 10 with a particular focus on studies that have successfully used movement-based methods to quan-11 tify individual heterogeneity in exposure and transmission risk. Throughout, we highlight the 12 rapid growth of both disease and movement ecology, and comment on promising but unexplored 13 avenues for research at their overlap. Ultimately, we suggest, including movement empowers 14 ecologists to pose new questions expanding our understanding of host-pathogen dynamics, and 15 improving our predictive capacity for wildlife and even human diseases.
Introduction occurs (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005b; Perkins et al. 2009; Paull et al. 2012) . Similar metrics to those employed at the population level can also describe single nodes or edges within a network, 174 potentially illuminating differences among individuals within a population (White et al. 2017; 175 Silk et al. 2017a). For instance, Weber et al. (2013) found that degree (the number of connections 176 a given node has to other nodes), closeness (effective distance between an individual and all 197 In addition, they found that lower social standing correlated with higher movement variability 198 during the resource-deficient dry season. This and similar analyses can be used to identify which 199 individuals might interact most frequently (here, based on social rank). They could also be used 200 to identify individuals whose irregular access to resources stresses them to the point where they 201 become vulnerable to infection. Social structure could influence susceptibility in other ways 202 (Altizer et al. 2003) . For example, social rank can determine the form and frequency of breeding 203 behaviors in the group, making it especially relevant for sexually-transmitted infections. Addi-204 tionally, social living could confer anti-parasite benefits such as increased parasite resistance or tolerance (e.g., due to regular or low dose transmission between conspecifics), or could mitigate 206 disease (e.g., due to increased fitness as a result of superior resource acquisition in a group; 207 Ezenwa et al. 2016).
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Indirect Transmission
209
In the case of pathogens and parasites that are transmitted indirectly (Figure 2) , the processes by 210 which a one host sheds a pathogen and another host is exposed are independent and might rely 211 upon different host behaviors (e.g., defecation for the former and foraging for the latter). Tools 212 from movement ecology offer a way to consider these processes separately from the perspective 213 of the infected individual and susceptible individual at various time scales (sub-hourly to multi-
214
week time, as depicted in Figure 1 ).
215
High resolution movement data (i.e., sub-hourly: Figure 1 ) enable researchers to estimate 216 the frequency and duration of encounters with known pathogen hotspots on a landscape (e.g.,
217
mosquito breeding sites at standing water). Though practical considerations might limit the 218 number of animals that can be monitored in a study population (Williams et al. 2014) , appro-219 priate sampling schemes offer a basis for statistical inferences that apply more broadly. For 220 example, existing tools can identify associations between habitats or time periods and animal 221 presence, thereby offering insight into overlaps with infectious sites (Figure 4) population. Subsequent analysis showed that winter ranges rarely overlapped (< 1%), likely 249 due to their smaller size, whereas summer ranges had >22% overlap among population units.
250
Therefore, researchers concluded that summer ranging behavior was likely responsible for the 251 spread of CWD among subpopulations, whereas winter ranging behavior had the potential to dividual home ranges to frame regression models at different scales. They found that movements 255 within individual home ranges had the greatest implications for CWD exposure, highlighting 256 the potential of high-resolution movement data to alter our understanding of the mechanisms 257 underlying observed patterns of transmission.
258
Novel methods that consider the temporal autocorrelation inherent in movement data enable 259 more detailed home-range delineations than those that emerge from traditional, purely spatial, Movement trajectories can be characterized by sets of metrics extracted from consecutive 319 relocations. These include step length (the distance between two consecutive points), relative 320 turning angle (the angle between the trajectory indicated by two points relative to that inferred 321 from the previous step), and persistence (the tendency of a movement to persist in a particular 322 direction). Since these telemetry data are discrete, if they are not sufficiently fine-scaled, they 
327
The above movement trajectory metrics might differ sufficiently between healthy and in-328 fected individuals to allow them to be used to identify an individual's disease state. Further, 329 infection with a pathogen could affect daily activity budgets, potentially altering the number models that more accurately infer dose exposure, based on duration of contact between animals and infected hosts or environmental reservoirs, vastly improving models of the heterogeneity in depending on the pathogen or parasite in question) as a proxy for contact; in fact, we note the 516 clear but unexplored potential for animal movement studies to act as part of a realtime early 517 warning system for zoonoses like Ebola.
518
Often, the stakes of the decisions made under such interdisciplinary domains of inquiry will 519 be dramatically different from those confronted by each discipline separately. When considering 520 our response to the emergence of a novel pathogen with pandemic potential, or even low-level 521 incidence of an endemic disease, the metrics and analytical tools that we describe here provide 522 ways to evaluate interventions that could not previously be considered-e.g., those interventions Figure 1: A Movement-Focused Modeling Space in Epidemiology. Incorporation of movement at different temporal scales can be used to address pathogen transmission-related questions at three levels (vertical colored planes). Transmission can be treated either as a single process (as commonly done in SIR models, where S are susceptible, I infectious and R removed individuals-see Box 1; purple plane), a concatenation of a contact process C and probability P of pathogen transmission during contact averaged over individuals (orange plane), or implemented at an individual level (green plane). In addition, transmission can be considered to occur within a homogeneous population, a network of homogeneous groups or subpopulations (metapopulation), or a spatially continuous heterogeneous population. Each labeled dot indicates a unique level of complexity that can be incorporated into the transmission process, while the spanning arrows imply that additional complexity can be incorporated at several different temporal scales (horizontal arrows) and population-structures (vertical arrows). Figure 2 : The Transmission Continuum. Transmission mechanisms vary across a continuous spectrum. The classification of a particular pathogen or parasite in a given system depends on the movement potential of pathogens relative to their hosts and the ability of pathogens to remain infectious outside hosts. Those pathogens that require two agents to interact directly for successful transmission, often via a specific behavior, such as sexually transmitted infections (STIs), are an unambiguous example of a directly transmitted disease and represented by a point. Pathogens that transmit successfully over a broader set of conditions, such as influenza or arboviruses, are represented conceptually across the gradient as a line and might vary across one or or both of the axes. Along this spectrum, we have determined a somewhat subjective threshold between what we describe as Direct transmission and Indirect transmission, visualized by the white dashed lines. Even within the same pathogen taxon (and thus, the same characteristic duration of infectiousness), this threshold could shift along this gradient depending on the relative speed of host movement. A network with relatively low edge density and high path lengths might prevent a directly transmitted parasite (or pathogen) from spreading through a population (networks a and b). Contrastingly, a network with high edge density and low path length could facilitate parasite spread through a population (networks c and d). In addition, the position of the first infected individual (shaded in black) in a network might facilitate or inhibit a parasite from spreading. Individuals with relatively high degree or node betweenness could be super-spreaders (networks a and c), whereas individuals positioned at the periphery of a network, with lower degree and node betweenness, might cause transmission to fade out (networks b and d). At both the population and individual levels, these network characteristics depend on resource distribution, social relationships, and ultimately, the movement behaviors that arise from both. It should also be noted that the same general principles would apply if this schematic were imagined as a spatial network instead of a contact network, with nodes representing locations rather than individuals.
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Soil Type Standing Water NDVI MNDWI Figure 4 : Calculating Spatial Risk from Movement Data. For vectors with known associations to abiotic covariates, resource selection functions can be a powerful tool to identify areas of overlap with host movement and map areas of increased exposure risk. In this hypothetical example of an arbovirus, maps of resource selection or association (the top layer of each stack) are derived for a terrestrial host and a water-dependent vector from associated environmental layers (e.g., land cover or soil type) and movement or presence data. Combined, these maps of resource selection can produce a map of overall transmission risk. Alternatively, a similar approach could be used with a pathogen, such as anthrax, that relies on mappable soil characteristics, such as calcium levels and pH (Mullins et al. 2013) . The other layer would correspond with host habitat preferences, including indicators of watering hole locations (i.e., Mean Normalized Difference Water Index; MNDWI) and graze or browse quality (i.e., Normalized Difference Vegetation Index; NDVI). Figure 5 :
Canonical Activity Modes (CAMs) from Movement Data. Several alternative methods enable a researcher to infer different canonical activity modes (CAMs; thematic mixes of behavioral states). In this schematic, a hypothetical trajectory of a zebra can be easily divided into a foraging CAM (boxes labeled a), defined by relatively small step lengths and an almost uniform distribution of turning angles, and a dispersing CAM (boxes labeled b), defined by relatively larger step lengths and a distribution of turning angles with a low variance. For disease research, if a pathogen is known to have environmental reservoirs with predictable locations (e.g., due to its dependence on certain soil types or pH), the CAM during which the animal is susceptible (in this case, foraging, when the zebra eats plants or soil harboring the bacterium) can be isolated to identify the areas or times of greatest risk. One can also identify individuals or classes (e.g., sex or age groups) who could be at greater risk than others due to the higher proportion of time they spend foraging in their activity budgets. In this specific example, the host is at low risk of transmission from the LIZ in box b and at high risk from the LIZ in a due to the different behavioral states. The gray lines between GPS relocation points represent estimated paths between known locations rather than an exact trajectory. Figure 6 : Study Bias in Movement & Disease Ecology Literature. We preformed a systematic review of scientific literature, identifying 70 studies currently using movement data and methods within disease research since 2000. In the above chord diagram, the host taxonomic order (left) is linked with the associated pathogen or parasite taxon (right), with the width of the bar indicating the proportion of studies investigating that particular pairing. Expectedly, pathogens with possible spillover threats to humans or livestock receive most of the attention. For example, studies of bovine tuberculosis (Mycobacterium tuberculosis) systems were particularly prevalent in the literature, likely because of the risk faced by cattle in proximity to possums, raccoons, badgers, and other mammals. Other well studied pairings included bighorn sheep with bacterial pneumonia (Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae); raccoons and canines with rabies; and deer with various livestock spillover diseases, such as anthrax (Bacillus anthracis), brucellosis (Brucella abortus), foot and mouth disease (FMD; Aphthae epizooticae), and chronic wasting disease (CWD).
Box 1. A Disease Ecology Primer
Disease ecology as a discipline is conventionally focused on understanding the ecological drivers of epidemiological dynamics, referring to the study of the occurrence, distribution, and control of disease. Whereas epidemiology conventionally focuses on human disease (including non-infectious causes of morbidity and mortality), wildlife epidemiology, and more broadly disease ecology, take a systems perspective on drivers of infectious diseases, those which are contagious within a population. Infectious diseases are spread by a pathogen, perhaps the most generic term for a bacterium, virus, or other infectious agent (microorganism or prion) that can cause disease. Pathogens also include parasites, a term defined ecologically that includes organisms that live in (endoparasites) or on (ectoparasites) another organism-its host-and benefit by deriving nutrients at the host's expense. Not all parasites are immediately pathogenic (i.e., disease-causing). Some, such as ticks, could instead be the vectors that spread infectious agents, such as the bacterium that causes Lyme disease. Pathogens and parasites are spread by some process of shedding, the release of pathogenic material from a host either through passive emission (e.g., HIV in semen) or actively-induced emission when the life cycle of a parasite requires its own ejection from the host (e.g., aerosolization through coughing and sneezing or the fecal release of tapeworm eggs from a host). Some hosts, termed super-spreaders, can be particularly active shedders and infect disproportionately more susceptible individuals than other hosts do. In cases where shedding reaches a new host and this exposure event leads to infection, this produces an effective contact; what is considered an effective contact will vary with the mode of transmission of the pathogen in question.
In both humans and wildlife, outbreak dynamics are most readily modeled using a mathematical compartmental systems framework: after dividing the population into epidemiologically-relevant compartments (viz., susceptible: S, infected: I, and recovered: R), difference or ordinary differential equations are used to describe the transitions of individuals between the disease classes over time. Typically these models make an assumption of spatial homogeneity, random contact among individuals, and rapid mixing of individuals within compartments. The course of infection is typically summarized for populations either via an incidence (the rate at which new cases arise), or prevalence (the proportion of the population infected) curve. If at least a low level of prevalence is maintained at all times, a disease is considered endemic. In contrast, an epidemic starts from a handful of introduced or new index cases and spreads throughout a susceptible population as an outbreak, before burning itself out. The latter occurs because the proportion of susceptible individuals in the population has either dropped below a threshold density or individuals have altered their behavior to avoid contact with infected individuals. When an epidemic is truly global (defined by infection across multiple continents), it is referred to as a pandemic. In wildlife, epizootic and enzootic serve as parallel terms to epidemic and endemic. Diseases that originate in wildlife and spread to humans are termed zoonoses, and are conventionally of special interest in disease ecology. The process of spillover of zoonotic disease into human populations is complex, and often poorly understood due to the complexities of human-wildlife contact. Conversely, spillback refers to the process by which a zoonotic disease is introduced by humans into novel animal host populations (whether domesticated or wild).
Box 2. A Movement Ecology Primer
Movement ecology has developed as a field that draws on telemetry data to explore the causes, mechanisms, and patterns of animal movement, as well as understand its consequences on the ecology and evolution of individuals, populations, and communities. Telemetry refers to the process of transmitting and recording the positions of an animal, and represents the primary means of detecting animal movements. Early telemetry research relied upon Very High Frequency (VHF) radio signals to triangulate the positions of collared or radiotagged individuals. The individual positional fixes obtained can be referred to as relocations, and when treated consecutively, they are often called a trajectory or path. The relatively coarse temporal resolution of most relocation data from classical radiotagging methods limits the ability of movement ecologists to observe and differentiate among fundamental movement elements (FMEs; e.g., a walking versus trotting step) that make up the movement path of an individual. However, the relatively infrequent or irregular fixes emerging from such devices can still be used to evaluate patterns of space use and habitat selection. For example, even coarse movement data can aid in characterizing the manner in which an animal utilizes its home range, which represents the area it traverses in its daily activities of foraging, mating, and caring for young. These areas have been delimited in a number of ways, including: minimum convex polygon (MCP) methods, which simply construct a boundary around the outermost points of a trajectory; and utilization distribution (UD) methods, which offer more information regarding the frequency of space use within the home range. Recently, alternative methods that more explicitly account for the temporal component of movement data have been proposed, including the time-local convex hull (T-LoCoH) method and Brownian bridges, among several others. Even with sparse datasets, these methods are expected to create meaningful generalizations of space use and can form the basis of spatial overlap analyses that aim to determine the level of shared space use among monitored individuals. Several methods for understanding individual and population level habitat selection, such as resource-selection functions (RSFs), can also be used with relatively coarse movement data. These methods aim to identify the habitat types that an animal prefers, indicated by disproportionately greater use of a habitat than expected based on its availability on the landscape, and create predictive maps of space use.
Today, the majority of movement ecology research depends upon more advanced satellite technology, referred to broadly as Global Positioning Systems (GPS), to record animal locations at finer spatial and temporal resolutions. Even with this technology, consecutive relocations typically span a mix of FMEs. Nonetheless, a variety of summary metrics can be used to describe the path, the most basic of which are the step length (the Euclidean distance between consecutive relocations) and turning angle (the angle of one step relative to the step immediately prior). The higher resolution relocations can also enable behavioral analyses, which often rely on path segmentation methods to split a movement trajectory into segments that look quantitatively similar (often based on those simple summary metrics). Such analyses can help determine the behavioral state of an individual at specific points in time. These states occur at coarser time scales than FMEs, but represent short-lived phenomena that can be inferred from GPS data. Similar analyses can allow for the clustering of longer sequences of behavioral states that are considered collectively as canonical activity modes (CAMs; e.g., resting or foraging), which are also readily observable in modern telemetry data. For example, foraging is a CAM that often consists of a variety of behaviors, including searching, eating, and perhaps vigilance, among others. A full movement path, however, often consists of a series of CAMs, and movement syndromes are used to describe movement patterns at the scale of an entire trajectory, enabling discrimination among types of individuals (e.g., territorial versus nomadic individuals). With recent technological advances to the telemetry units worn by animals, supplementary data sets, such as those obtained using accelerometers that measure changes in velocity in three-dimensions, have enabled the evaluation of movement behaviors at even finer spatiotemporal scales, getting researchers closer to observing FMEs. Similarly, the advent of proximity sensors, which record when two collared animals are within a specified distance of one another, has allowed researchers additional insight into the spatial proximity of monitored individuals. These data can be used to inform contact networks, which map the associations among individuals in a population.
Box 3. Balancing Scales: Simultaneous Modeling of Movement and Epidemiological Processes
Deciding on a spatiotemporal scale for epidemiological models is usually a function of the timescales of host and pathogen processes, including temporal aspects of transmission like latency, persistence in the environment, or replication rates during early infection. The rates of biological processes might not map directly onto the models we build, if the temporal scale of data is necessarily coarser due to the resolution of available movement data. However, some of the greatest successes of movement ecology have involved explicit model formulation with attention to spatiotemporal resolution of processes (Lyons et al. 2013) , potentially offering a template for integrated work. We outline some brief guidelines:
Space pixel. The corresponding spatial resolution S is related to time through the diffusion relationship: ∆S = δ(∆t) 1/2 This is where movement comes in: δ is a movement diffusion constant estimated from empirical data and will vary among organism types. An alternative approach is to use a velocity relationship:
∆S = v∆t
for organisms that mainly execute directed movement at average velocity v at fine time scales.
Since empirical tracking data has repeatedly shown that movements of animals (and humans) are often super diffuse, we suggest that former approach as generally more favorable (Raichlen et al. 2014; Spiegel et al. 2015a) .
Coarse graining. Going from the scale of individual transmission upwards to emergent processes like landscape structure, epidemic wavefronts, or even range shifts requires proportionally aggregating data and model structure, a process typically termed coarse graining. There are various levels of coarse graining, each representing close to a one magnitude of size step up. Coarse graining requires aggregating over a union of pixels, using an appropriate integral kernel. Integral kernels can take several forms including the bounded uniform, truncated Gaussian, or other more idiosyncratic choices. Optimal kernel choice can be guided by wavelet analysis of movement data.
Time pixel. The minimum time resolution should be based on some fraction of the most fundamental cycle pertaining to the problem; for example, movement data might be recorded at a resolution ∆t of every 15 minutes, though this is much shorter than the typical interval in epidemiological models.
Temporal scaling. Increasing scales of temporal aggregation can provide different results and absorb more noise in data by matching biologically-relevant timescales. For example, if ∆t is 15 minutes then 100∆t is approximately one diurnal cycle, 3,000∆t is approximately a lunar cycle, and 10,000∆t is approximately the length of one season in a four season year. Models can also be downscaled, which might be appropriate under highly data intensive conditions. However, as finescale processes emerge at finer scales, models might lose predictive accuracy without incorporating finer data or processes.
Appropriate complexity. At various spatiotemporal levels of resolution different epidemic models might apply and the question arises as to the appropriate level of complexity in the model (Larsen et al. 2016) . For example, models should include a within-host component at the level of ∆t =15min, while epidemiological models might include daily rates of detection and isolation of individuals at diurnal levels of resolution, or could include transmission rates that exhibit seasonal variation if epidemics last several months or more. Additionally, incorporation of movement into models might require individual-based approaches for the finest scales of analysis (Getz 2013).
Multiscale modeling. As data and models are aggregated, models can be run to reflect the multiple timescales on which movement and epidemiological processes operate. Wavelet decomposition of movement data can inform the most important concurrent scales of movement processes; similar analyses can be performed with time-series epidemiological data, when available.
